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TM

Thermal Floor System

The Gdeck EPS Panel System is the outcome of an extensive design
process to solve the problems of over-sheeting insulating systems. The
system combines conventional pre-stressed concrete T beams and
converts these with an ultra high density EPS rail into mechanical I
Beams. Gdeck System is completed with an independent thermal block
bridging the ledgers of the beam to provide the maximum long term
stability and lowest long term creep to the screed.

Why is Gdeck so efficient?
Problem

Answer

In the non-uniformly loaded detail of over-boarding 99% of the
EPS stress is carried around the header of the beam

Concentrate maximum strength of EPS material to the
header of the beam, with no joints anywhere in the
peak stress zone

Under strain the header of the beam acts to penetrate the foam
layer creating compression above the header and tension down
the side of the beam

Extend the high strength material down the sides of the
beam in the zone where max tension is created and form
an I beam

How do we give floor designers the greatest design scope for
layouts?

Create a rail strength which allows permament 3kN
line loads anywhere on the floor deck for any beam of
maximum spacing

How do we know where is safe to walk and and cut for services?

Make the capping member (rail) a different colour

How can we best recycle each item at end of life?

Always use the barrier film above all EPS to isolate
foam from the topping

Stress analysis of
continuous (unjointed)
EPS section across a
suspended T beam
deck
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Solves Problems
Gdeck Multi Rails remove need for grouting multiple beams
Reduced dig out required and easily installed with hand tools
Can be used with any structural concrete toppings
Range of U-values available
Patent GB2535599 Issued by
UK Intellectual Property Office

Are you having trouble sourcing PIR
insulation?

Gdeck EPS system is stocked and available
Quotes and Designs returned within 48hrs
Delivery from firm order within 5 days

Let the rails take the strain
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